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1. Introduction 
Testing every single possibility on a program is not a reasonable goal as Black et al (2008 p.10) 

explain “Exhaustive testing is impossible: Testing everything (all combinations of inputs and 

preconditions) is not feasible except for trivial cases. Instead of exhaustive testing, we use risks and 

priorities to focus testing efforts.” 

Even though the data to be tested were chosen very wisely, it would also be impractical to use every 

testing technique because the time for it is limited. Furthermore, some techniques can be more 

suitable for a particular case. 

 

Figure 2. Software testing techniques 

 
Black et al (2008. P85) 

 

2. Static techniques 
There is not a good or bad testing technique. They all have advantages and disadvantages and can 

be good to find different type of errors as Beizer (1990, 1.6) explains about inspections “you can’t 

implement inspections, say, instead of testing because testing and inspections catch or prevent 

different kinds of bugs.” 
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Black et al. (2008, p.84) agrees “Each individual technique is good at finding particular types of 

defect and relatively poor at finding other types. For example a technique that explores the upper and 

lower limits of a single input range is more likely to find boundary value defects than defects 

associated with combinations of inputs” 

Despite static techniques can be very effective finding defects as Badgett et al (2012, p.19) maintain 

“while static testing techniques will not solve all the problems, they are enormously effective”, it has 

been decided to focus on the Dynamic testing because the Static ones should be implemented 

before and during the development. Badgett et al (2012, p.19) reason this “You should apply these 

methods between the time the program is coded and the time when computer-based testing begins.”  

and Black et al (2008, p.57) supports this “the fundamental objective of static testing is to improve the 

quality of software work products by assisting engineers to recognize and fix their own defects early 

in the software development process”  

Furthermore, Black et al (2008, p.85) argue that static analysis, control flow and data flow, should be 

used right on the source code. Nevertheless, the source code is not available.  

3. Dynamic testing techniques 
The aim is to choose a suitable technique for this specific scenario that could find the biggest 

number of bugs in a reasonable period of time.  

As pointed out before, testing 100% a piece of software is not feasible.  Badget et al (2012, p.42) also 

explains that “exhaustive black-box and white-box testing are, in general, impossible, but suggested 

that a reasonable testing strategy might be elements of both”. 

Therefore, it has been decided to use a combination of black-box and white-box techniques.  Badget 

et al (2012) also recommend to generate test-cases with black box techniques and provide with 

white-box test cases where needed.  

3.1. Black-Box testing 

It has been decided to use Equivalence partitioning (EP) and boundary value analysis (BVA) for the 

black-box as main methods. Moreover, some error guessing tests cases have been designed to 

complement the other two. 

EP can reduce considerably the number of input and output values as Badgett et al (2012, p.50) 

explain  “if one test case in an equivalence class detects an error, all other test cases in the 

equivalence class would be expected to find the same error.” 

The UTP uses a file for input and two other files for output events. Although input events are easier 

to apply with EP, Falk et al. (1993) explain that this technique can be also applied for output events. 

However, Falk et al. (1993, p.131) also stresses that “the difficulty lies in determining what inputs to 

feed the program to generate these different outputs.”  

For example, the scores.txt will generate percentages of the match. So one equivalence in the Ucall 

tennis program (UTP) class is that a percentage must lie in a range of integer numbers between 0 

and 100. Therefore, despite of having many output events, EP can be applied for generating test 

cases from the specifications of the UTP.  

Although equivalence classes extremely reduce input and output values, the use of BVA, where 

applicable, in addition to EP will increment effectiveness of the test cases as Falk et al. (1993, p.131) 
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explain  “Use only one or two test cases from each equivalence class. The best ones are the class 

boundaries. The boundary values are the biggest, smallest, soonest, shortest, loudest, fastest, ugliest 

members of the class, i.e., the most extreme values. Incorrect inequalities (such as > instead of >=) 

cause failures only at the boundaries. Programs that fail with non-boundary values usually fail at the 

boundaries too” 

Error guessing could be a complement for other more formal methods. The success of EG can 

depend on the skill of the ability of the tester. Some people could have a flair for testing or simply 

they have gained a lot of experience throughout the years. Black R. et al. (2008, p.113) states that 

“used after more formal techniques have been applied to some extent, can be very effective. In using 

more formal techniques, the tester is likely to gain a better understanding of the system, what it does 

and how it works. With this better understanding, he or she is likely to be better at guessing ways in 

which the system may not work properly” 

 

3.2. White-box testing 

In order to complement the black-box testing, test cases deriving from White-box testing will be 

developed.  

“White-box testing is concerned with the degree to which test cases exercise or cover the logic 

(source code) of the program.” Baddget et al. (2012, p.42) 

Therefore, decision coverage will be applied in those decision with only one condition. Multiple 

condition coverage or condition/decision coverage will be applied where decisions have 2 conditions 

and condition or condition/decision coverage will be applied where a decision has more than 2 

conditions. 

Although the most efficient technique is multiple condition testing, this can increment greatly the 

number of test cases. Therefore, it will only be applied in decision with two conditions where the 

number of possibilities are 2 to the power of 2 because as Badgett et al (2012, p.47) states it 

“requires that you write sufficient test cases such that all possible combinations of condition 

outcomes in each decision, and all points of entry, are invoked at least once”  

In addition to this, it would be interesting to perform more test if statistics showed an area of the 

code where errors are brought together in a greater proportion (Pareto Principle). 

3.2.1. Loops 

Among all possible option to test loops, it has been decided to use Beizer’s techniques.  

Roper’s technique has also been considered. Roper (1994) suggests two possibilities to test a loop: 

zero iterations and at least one iteration. However, due to there are less chances to find a bug, it has 

been opted for Beizer’s methods.  Despite few more test cases are derived, it is considered that is 

worth. 

UTP contains a single loop and a pair of nested loops.  

Beizer (2.4.2) technique to for single loops of the characteristics of the UTP program requires the 

following steps: 

“Case 2—Single Loop, Nonzero Minimum, No Excluded Values 
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1.  Try one less than the expected minimum. What happens if the loop control variable’s value 

is less than the minimum? What prevents the value from being less than the minimum?  

2.  The minimum number of iterations.  

3.  One more than the minimum number of iterations.  

4.  Once, unless covered by a previous test.  

5.  Twice, unless covered by a previous test.  

6.  A typical value.  

7.  One less than the maximum value.  

8.  The maximum number of iterations.  

9. Attempt one more than the maximum number of iterations” 

 

Beizer (2.4.2) explains why his method requires two passes, “The reason for two passes through 

the loop is based on a theorem by Huang (HUAN79) that states that some data–flow anomalies, such 

as some initialization problems, can be detected only by two passes through the loop. The problem 

occurs when data are initialized within the loop and referenced after leaving the loop. If, because of 

bugs, a variable is defined within the loop but is not referenced or used in the loop, only two 

traversals of the loop would show the double initialization.” 
 
Thus, the chances to find errors are higher. 

 
Beizer (2.4.3) technique to test a nested loop of the characteristics of the UTP program requires 

following the steps: 

“1.  Start at the innermost loop. Set all the outer loops to their minimum values.  

2.  Test the minimum, minimum + 1, typical, maximum – 1, and maximum for the innermost 

loop, while holding the outer loops at their minimum–iteration–parameter values. Expand the 

tests as required for out–of–range and excluded values.  

3.  If you’ve done the outermost loop, GOTO step 5, ELSE move out one loop and set it up as 

in step 2—with all other loops set to typical values.  

4.  Continue outward in this manner until all loops have been covered.  

5.  Do the five cases for all loops in the nest simultaneously.” 

 

Following) Beizer’s (2.4.3) technique can reduce the number of test cases for a pair of nested loops 

from 25 to 12.  

(792 words, references and headings excluded) 
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Test Cases clarifications and assumptions 

The table with the valid and invalid equivalence classes is attached as appendix. Moreover, 

one flow chart is attached in a separated pdf file. My test cases will be referring to both. So 

for example a test case purpose will state that decision A and statement 2 are being 

checked. I did this because the flow chart would give me a visual idea of the structure of 

UTP and its paths.  When I say “statement” I refer to a line of code where an operation, an 

event of input/output is taking place, a variable is being set, etc.  

Although, I believe I am applying the proper white box technique to a specific decision, I 

consider that I cannot be completely sure until I see the source code. For example, I could 

have considered that a decision has 2 conditions when in reality has 3, as a result the 

method to test that decision could be changed. 

Test cases depend on a specific precondition or state in order to be executed. The pre-

conditions will be provided in part B. So for example, in order to test that 3 points equals 40, 

one of the players need to have 2 points first.  

Only test case number, test title, purpose and testing technique used are provided in this 

part for the test cases. In part B more elements will be provided such as pre-condition, 

expected result, status, etc. 

As I was trying to adapt equivalence partitioning to this specific scenario, I realized that 

some test cases need a combination of the mentioned techniques and a white box 

technique. So for example, in the decision where sets must be 1 or 3 or 5, the valid classes 

are 1 or 3 or 5. Nevertheless, without decision/condition coverage only one group of data 

would be needed to take the true path, true or true or true, being quite a weak test. 

I have tried to keep the test cases not too simple and not to complex so that they can cover 

a good number of possible tests. Furthermore, I have followed equivalence partitioning as 

Myers in the art of software testing describes it. For example, avoiding to mix valid and 

invalid classes in the same test case. As a result, more test cases has been generated in 

order to be consistent with this idea. 

It is assumed that the program will have the same output as the examples given in the 

specification. For example, a game where the score is "love 30" will not be represented as 

"0 30" but the same as the former score. 

The specifications does not make clear how the "advantage" rule works because is 

contradicting the deuce rule. It is stated that "A player wins a game by winning at least 4 

points in that game and at least two more points than the opponent.  “If both players have 3 

points in this game, the Point Call will be deuce" and also "If both players have at least three 

points in the game and one player has one more point than the opponent the Point Call will 

be advantage" So I assume that when a player loses a point when in advantage, both 

player's points are set to 3 since a deuce is both players having 3 points and not 4 points or 
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5 points and so on. I mention this because it could happen that a player keeps on having an 

advantage and losing it, as a result a game could have many points. 

Another ambiguity is that the first player serves in the first game and the second player 

serves in the second and "The serve continues to alternate between the players in this way 

for every game that is played." The specifications does not specify if this is only for the rest 

of the set and then the rule is applied on the next set. Or it is for the rest of the match 

It is assumed that I will be able to do some regression testing in case it is possible to access 

the source code and modify it to fix bugs. 

It has also been considered that    some output partitions does not have invalid classes.  It is 

simply weather the output defined in the specification or something else.
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Test Cases 
Test 

Case# 
Test Title Purpose Testing Technique used 

1 

Program 

Begin, 

decision A 

is false. 

Statements 

1 and 2   

Checking: 

The program begins.  

Statement 1: Set error in file flag to false. 

Statement 2 Make sure that tennis.txt is in the folder 

False path is taken, reaches Loop B 

Equivalence partitioning (1)  

2 

Program 

Begin, 

decision A 

is true. 

Statements 

3 and 4 

Statement 2 Try to open tennis.txt. 

Decision A If cannot open tennis.txt with condition 

testing:  

True path is taken. Checks Statement 3 Display cannot 

open file message. Checks statement 4: Set error in 

file flag. End of the program. 

Equivalence partitioning(2)  

3 

Test 

Nested 

Loops 

Test Nested loops with Beizer strategy explained in the 

report. 12 Tests will be derived. The amount of 

iterations depend of the data. Lines in the outer loop 

and characters in the inner loop. So, trying less than 

the expected minimum may not be possible. The same 

could happen when trying N+1 

Beizer nested loop technique 

4 

Test 

decision C. 

Statement 

5 

Decision C: 

True path is taken, check that statement 5 “Read 

maximum number of sets” 

False path is taken, check that decision E is reached. 

Decision Coverage 
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5 

Test 

Decision D 

is True 

Statement 

6 and 7 

Decision D Maximum number of sets tested with 

condition/decision coverage: 

True path is taken.  

Statement 6: Set error in file flag = true is checked.  

Statement 7: Display error message is checked. 

Equivalence partitioning(5,6,7), Condition/decision 

coverage and boundary value analysis 

6 

Test 

Decision D 

is False 

False path is taken. Back to loop 
Equivalence partitioning (8) and condition/decision 

testing and boundary value analysis 

7 

Test 

Decision E 

True, 

Decision F 

True. 

Statements 

9, 10 and 

12 

Checking decision E True: This is second or third line 

and decision F True: if players name is invalid with 

condition/decision 

If first decision true and second decision true: 

Statement 9:Make sure that leading zeroes from 

players name are removed 

Statement 10: Set error in file flag is set to true 

Statement 12:Ensure that error message is shown 

Back to the loop 

 

 

Equivalence partitioning(9,11) and 

condition/decision testing 
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8 

Decision F 

False 

statement 

11 and 

Decision E 

False 

If  decision E true This is second or third line and 

decision  and  decision F false  if players name is 

invalid: 

Statement 11: Ensure that  player name is stored 

Back to loop 

If  decision E false: 

Reach “else” for remaining lines: 

Read the lines from tennis.txt and store them for later 

processing 

Reach loop through characters 

Equivalence partitioning(10,12) and condition 

testing 

9 
Decision G 
is true Decision G: If character is not whitespace is true Equivalence partitioning(19,21)  

10 
Decision G 

is false 

 
Decision G: if character is not whitespace is false. False path is 
taken: back to the loop 

Equivalence partitioning (20,22) 

11 
Decision H 

is True 

Making sure that character is not an invalid digit in decision H 
to take true path 
Statement 15: error in file flag is set to true 
Statement 16: Display error message 
Back to the loop 

Equivalence partitioning(23,24,25,26) and 

condition/decision testing 

12 
Decision H 

is False 

Make sure that False path is taken in decision H and invalid 
characters are not taken as valid 

Equivalence partitioning(29) and condition/decision 

testing 

13 
Decision I 

is False 

 Ensure that characters 0 and 9 are well read and back to the 
loop 

condition/decision testing 
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14 
Decision I 

is True 

Ensure that there will be a dialogue message when 

characters 00 and 090 are invalid and back to the loop 

Equivalence partitioning(27 and 28) and 

condition/decision testing 

15 

Decision J 

is true and 

Decision K 

is false. 

Statement 

19, 21 and 

22 valid 

classes 

Decision J error in file flag = false is true 

Decision K: if cannot open calls.txt is false 

Ensure that calls.txt can be opened 

Ensure player one is set as server 

Ensure that player 2 is set as receiver 

Ensure Write opening match call to call.txt and it is the 

correct output  

Equivalence partitioning(3,13,15,17,42) and 

condition/decision testing 

16 

Statement 

21 and 22 

invalid 

classes 

Carry out invalid classes(14, 16, 18) Equivalence partitioning(14,16,18) 

17 
Decision K 

is true 

Ensure that error message is displayed when calls.txt 

cannot be opened.  
Equivalence partitioning(4) and condition testing 

18 
Decision J 

is False 
Decision J error in file flag = false, False path is taken  condition testing 

19 
Check the 

switch case 

Check all the options in the switch case. Case0, Case1, 

Case2 and Case 9 

Equivalence partitioning(43,44,45), boundary 

value analysis and condition/decision testing 

20 
Test Single 

Loop and  

Test single loop with Beizer’s technique for single loops 

with nonzero as minimum that will derive in 5 test 

cases. This technique is in the report. 

Beizer's nested loop technique 
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21 Decision M 

Testing decision M: character was 1 or 2 with multiple 

condition testing and boundary value analysis. Back to 

loop 

Multiple condition testing and boundary value 

analysis 

22 Decision N  Checking decision N: if either player has won the game Equivalence Partitioning (36,37), multiple condition 

23 

  

Statement 

25 

Check statement 25: Write current score in game to 

call.txt. Back to loop 

Equivalence 

partitioning(40,41,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57)  

24 Decision O Checking decision O: if either player has won the set Equivalence partitioning(32,33) Multiple condition 

25 

Statement 

26, 28 and 

29   

Checking: 

Statement 26: Write end of game information to 

call.txt 

Statement 28: Swap server and receiver 

Statement 29: Set both players points won in current 

game to zero 

Back to loop 

Equivalence partitioning ( 36, 37, 48) 
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26 

Decision P. 

Statements 

27 and 30  

 

Decision P: If either player has won the match  

Statement 27: Write end of set information to calls.txt 

Statement 30: Write end of match information to 

call.txt 

Back to loop. 

Equivalence partitioning(46,47,30), Multiple 

condition testing and boundary value analysis 

27 

Statement 

32 and 

Decision Q 

is false 

Try to open output file scores.txt 

If cannot open display error message. 

End of program 

Equivalence partitioning(74)  

28 

Decision Q 

is true and 

Decision R 

Decision Q: if cannot open scores.txt, false path is 

taken 

Decision R is tested, both paths are taken. 

Statement 34: Write match outcome to scores. 

Statement 35: Write current match score to scores.txt 

Statement 36: Write first serve won percentages to 

scores.txt 

Statement 37: Write second serve won percentages to 

scores.txt 

Statement 38: Write first serve made percentages to 

scores.txt 

Statement 39: Write points for each player to 

scores.txt 

Statement 40: Close file scores.txt 

End of the program 

Equivalence partitioning(59, 60, 61, 66, 70, 73, 

75), decision testing and boundary value analysis 

29 

Invalid 

classes for 

statements 

36,37,38 

and 39 

score.txt 

Checking invalid classes in statements 36,37,38 and 

39 

Equivalence 

partitioning(62,63,64,65,67,68,69,71,72,73,74,76) 

30 
No player 

names 

No player names in tennis.txt, set server and set 

receiver methods could be affected 
Error guessing 
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31 Counters Counters are not incremented properly Error guessing 

32 
Null 

pointers 
Some pointers may have not been initialised Error guessing 

33 
Operators 

miss used 

Operators have been misused. For example = for 

comparison instead of == 
Error guessing 
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Appendix 1: Equivalence partitioning table 

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes 
Invalid Equivalence 
Classes 

Valid 
boundaries 

Invalid 
Boundarie
s 

The program         

If tennis.txt cannot be open Open tennis.txt(1) Not open tennis.txt(2)     

if call.txt cannot be open open calls.txt(3) not open calls.txt(4)     

          

Tennis.txt Format         

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes 
Invalid Equivalence 
Classes 

Valid 
boundaries 

Invalid 
Boundarie
s 

First Line         

Maximum number of sets reading first line 1(5),3(6) or 5(7) something else(8)   0,2,4,6 

Second and Third lines         

When processing lines white spaces 
ignored White spaces ignored(9) 

White Spaces not 
ignored(10)     

The first character in a player name is not 
numeric not numeric character(11) numeric character(12)     

The first name player servers will serve in 
the first game of the match First named player(13) 

Not first named 
player(14)     

Player serving in game known as Server Yes(15) No(16)     

Player receiving in game known as 
Receiver Yes(17) No(18)     

Remaining lines         

White spaces characters ignored Yes(19) No(20)     

Line breaks ignored Yes(21) No(22)     
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Digit outcome possible in line 3 

1 for the server wins the point(23), 2 for the receiver 
wins the point(24),0 for The server's first serve was 
out, The server is allowed a second serve(25)  or 9 
for A let The server is allowed to serve again(26) 

two consecutive 
0's(27), two 0's 
separated by a 9(28) 
or something else(29)      

Tennis.txt processing in the Ucall 
program         

Match complete when Player sets > Match possible sets/2(30) 
Player sets=<Match 
possible sets/2(31)     

Set is won when 

Player's games =>7  and Player's games - 
Opponent's games = 2(32) or Player's games = 6  
and Opponent's games =<4 (33)       

A game is won when 

Player's points=<5 and Player points - Opponent 
points7=2(36) or Player's points=4 and Opponent 
points =<2 (37)   0 and 6 and 7 -1 

First player named serves in first and odd 
games Yes(40)       

Second player named serves in second 
and even games Yes(41)       

          

          

calls.txt         

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes 
Invalid Equivalence 
Classes 

Valid 
boundaries 

Invalid 
Boundarie
s 

When the game starts, first call is first game, first set, "first named player" to serve(42)       

if the value read is 9 let, first service(43)       

if one 0 before 9, for example "09" let(44)       

Value read is 0 empty line(45)       

if the match won, the set and winner are 
announced along with the score in the 
set.  

game and first set "winner's name" "winner's number 
of games written in number" "loser's number of 
games written in number"  Except 0 games which is 
written "love"      EXAMPLE: game and first set Smith 
6 Love(46)                                                                          
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if the set won was not the first, the match 
also scores by set 

game and "set cardinal number written in letters" set 
"winner's name"  "winner's number of games written 
in number" "loser's number of games written in 
number" "set result" "score by set" EXAMPLE: game 
and second set jones 6 1, 1 set all or Smith leads 2 to 
Love"(47)       

If game but not a set won the winner of 
the game is shown game "winner's name"   EXAMPLE: game smith(48)       

if the game has not been won, the current 
result is shown 

"player1's points" "player2's points" or "deuce or 
advantage "player's name"  EXAMPLE 40 15 or 
deuce or advantage smith(49)       

love if the number of points is 0(50) 

<0(75) 

    

15  If the number of points is 1(51)     

30 if the number of points is 2(52)     

40 if the number of points is 3(53)     

if one player has more points than the 
other in this game, both players' point 
calls will be made, starting with the 
servers 

"server's points"-"receiver's points"    FOR EXAMPLE 
"love 40" (54)       

if both player has equal points 1 or 2 in 
this game, there will be one point call 
followed by all "Point call" "all"   FOR EXAMPLE "30 all" (55)       

both players having 3 points the call is "deuce"(56)       

if both players at least 3 points in the 
game and one player has one more point 
than the opponent the call will be 
advantage followed by the name of the 
player with more points "advantage" "player's name with more points"(57)       

          

          

score.txt         

Input or Output event Valid Equivalence Classes 
Invalid Equivalence 
Classes 

Valid 
boundaries 

Invalid 
Boundarie
s 

FIRST LINE         
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if the match is complete first line will be 
an statement which is 

"winner's name" beat "loser's name"  "winner's 
number of games written in number" "loser's number 
of games written in number" (for all the sets and 
winner's score first)   FOR EXAMPLE: Smith beat 
jones 6-0 1-6 7-5 6-4 (58)       

if the match is incomplete then first will be 
a statement of the current score which is 

"Player1" v "Player2" "game score in each set", 
"Player1's score first" (for all the sets and winner’s 
score first) FOR EXAMPLE: Smith v jones 6-0 1-6 7-5 
2-2(59)       

score.txt         

Remaining Lines         

First line of Remaining lines         

Players in order they appear in tennis.txt "Player1" "Player2"    EXAMPLE: Smith Jones(60)       

Rest of the lines of Remaining Lines         

Next lines are player's statistics for:         

Percentage first serves won (65) An integer between 0 and 100(61) 

<0(62) >100(63), Non-
integer(64), No 
percentage 
calculated(65) 0 and 100 

"-1" and 
101 

Percentage Second serves won (68) An integer between 0 and 100(66) 

<0(67) >100(68), Non-
integer, No percentage 
calculated(69) 0 and 100 

"-1" and 
101 

Percentage first serves made (71) An integer between 0 and 100(70) 

<0(71) >100(72), Non-
integer(73), No 
percentage 
calculated(74) 0 and 100 

"-1" and 
101 

Total points won  "an integer=>0"(75) "<0" (76)", non-integer 0 -1 

  Example:       
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Statistics showed on screen 

                                   Smith Jones  
 
First serves won               82% 90%  
 
Second serves won           55% 62%  
 
First serves made             80% 24%  
 
Total points won                135 57       

if score.txt cannot be open open score.txt(73) not open score.txt(74)     

 


